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Communal Reflection

Song: “Wisdom, Wisdom” by Lori True 

Scripture Reading: Phil. 2:2-5

Be of the same mind, having the same love, being in full accord and of one mind. Do 
nothing from selfish ambition or conceit, but in humility regard others as better than 
yourselves. Let each of you look not to your own interests, but to the interests of 
others. Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus.

Commentary:  (read silently)  “Leading in a Time of Evolutionary 
Self-Correction,” Marie McCarthy SP. Occasional Papers, Summer 2017

This does not mean that we sit back in some kind of pious fog and hope for the 
best. The love we are called to demands extraordinary discipline and extraordinary 
engagement. We must think more clearly than ever before. We must act more boldly 
than ever before. We must strategize more consistently and faithfully than ever before. 
And we must do all this from a stance of profound humility, with no hint of arrogance 
or superiority. We must engage together, faithfully in the process of our own ongoing 
conversion and transformation. We must “live the contradictions at the heart of reality 
in full awareness of their contradictoriness.” We must be willing to suffer our own 
brokenness and hold the brokenness of the world from a place of deep humility and 
we must do this together if we are to love ourselves and our world into a new way of 
being. We must make love the container and the litmus test for all we do. We were 
made for these times, and we are, with the grace of God and one another, able for the 
task.
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SSJ Word:

Through consultation and co-responsibility, we participate in decision-making in both 
local and Congregational matters and support decisions made for the common good.

— SSJ Constitutions #159

Each of us affects the whole membership in a unique way since we influence both 
present and future as spirit and heritage become ever more deeply expressed in our 
lives. In the union which is ours by a shared charism we experience a kinship of grace 
in our dynamic response to the gospel.

— SSJ Constitutions #97-98

Quiet Reflection:  (10-15 minutes)

For reflection and sharing:

First Sharing...
 What feelings stir in my heart as I come into this sharing?

Second Sharing...
 As I pray with these readings, how/for what am I grateful?

Third Sharing...
 After receiving the fruits of our prayer, what graces do I w ant to pray for us   
 today?
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Closing Prayer:  “When We Breathe Together” by Jan Richardson from, Circle of 
Grace: A Book of Blessings for the Seasons. Janrichardson.com

This is the blessing
we cannot speak
by ourselves.

This is the blessing
we cannot summon
by our own devices,
cannot shape
to our own purposes,
cannot bend
to our own will.

This is the blessing
that comes
when we leave behind
our aloneness,
when we gather
together,
when we turn
toward one another.

This is the blessing
that blazes among us
when we speak
the words
strange to our ears,

when we finally listen
into the chaos,

when we breathe together
at last.

http://Janrichardson.com

